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ABSTRACT Local keypoint matching is an important step for computer vision based tasks. In recent
years, Deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based strategies have been employed to learn descriptor
generation to enhance keypoint matching accuracy. Recent state-of-art works in this direction primarily rely
upon a triplet based loss function (and its variations) utilizing three samples: an anchor, a positive and a
negative. In this work we propose a novel ‘‘Twin Negative Mining’’ based sampling strategy coupled with
a Quad loss function to train a deep neural network based pipeline (Twin-Net) for generating a robust
descriptor that provides an increased discriminatory power to differentiate between patches that do not
correspond to each other. Our sampling strategy and choice of loss function is aimed at placing an upper
bound that descriptors of two patches representing same location could be at worst no more dissimilar
than the descriptors of two similar looking patches that do-not belong to same 3D location. This results
in an increase in the generalization capability of the network and outperforms its existing counterparts when
trained over the same datasets. Twin-Net outputs a 128-dimensional descriptor and uses L2 Distance as the
similarity metric, and hence conforms to the classical descriptor matching pipelines such as that of SIFT. Our
results on Brown and HPatches datasets demonstrate Twin-Net’s consistently better performance as well as
better discriminatory and generalization capability as compared to the state-of-art.
INDEX TERMS Descriptor learning, twin negative sampling, patch matching, quad loss.

I. INTRODUCTION

Local correspondence estimation, that is finding the matching
set of keypoints belonging to same 3D point across two or
more views, is a fundamental step in a wide range of Computer Vision applications such as structure from motion [1],
wide baseline stereo [2], image retrieval [3], 3D reconstruction [4] and stereo matching [5] etc. In last decade,
many handcrafted feature detectors/descriptors, like the Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [6], were introduced and
some have remained popular even today. Such engineered
techniques rely on a robust descriptor that represents the
discriminatory features within a local neighborhood around
an extracted salient keypoint. If the descriptors of two keypoints from two different images match they are considered
as the corresponding keypoints. The recent success of learned
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Yongqiang Zhao
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classifiers over engineered counterparts for large scale image
recognition [7], [8], object detection [9] and image segmentation [10] has motivated the researchers to investigate the
possibility to learn a robust descriptor that provides a meaningful representation of the features within a local neighborhood of a keypoint, for better correspondence estimation.
A dominant class of such learned techniques model
the problem as that of patch matching, where a patch
defines a local neighborhood surrounding an extracted keypoint [11], [12]. The patches that correspond to the same
3D world point are termed as positive pairs while the others
are termed as the negative pairs. Solving the problem of
local correspondence via patch matching thus involves finding the complete set of positive pairs across two or more
views/images. The descriptor network is provided with a
training dataset of patches with known positive pairs. It is
then typically trained to minimize the L2 distances between
the descriptors of the positive pairs. Unfortunately, scarcity
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of large and reliable datasets hinders learning of a descriptor
with good generalization [13].
A recent popular benchmark setting [13] is to train on
the Brown dataset [14] and test on HPatches dataset [15] in
order to evaluate the generalization of the learned descriptor
network. The type of loss function and the corresponding
sampling strategy to pick sampling pairs (or triplets) can further affect the generalization of a learned descriptor. A major
class of these distance-based loss functions make use of
triplets. A triplet is formed by grouping together a positive
pair (anchor-positive) with a third patch that is negative to the
anchor, and thus provides a negative pair (anchor-negative) as
well. The decision of choosing a negative pair for the triplet
is crucial as this is a determining step in the effective training
of the network, and is referred to as the sampling strategy.
Once a negative pair is sampled, a triplet margin loss
then aims at maximizing the difference between the anchorpositive distance and anchor-negative distance. The motivation behind triplet loss is to learn descriptors that not just
allow better matching of similar patches but also allow better
discrimination for dissimilar patches. However, triplet margin
loss does not work on bringing the positive pair closer once its
distance is smaller from the negative pair by a certain margin.
Moving to a quad loss function may further improve upon
the discriminatory power of the learned descriptor. However,
the loss function and the corresponding sampling strategy to
select suitable negative pairs for such a quad loss function
have not been explored for the patch matching problem.
In this work, we propose a novel ‘‘Twin Negative Mining’’ based sampling strategy with quad loss for improved
patch matching. We evaluate and compare our proposed technique with the state-of-the-art on Brown [14] and HPatches
[15] dataset. This paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses the related work and state-of-the-art. Section III
explains the proposed methodology. Section IV contains
results and performance comparisons with the existing methods. Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK

In this section we provide a comprehensive review of patch
based matching schemes in the context of correspondence
estimation problem. Furthermore, for each of these scheme
we also provide the details of the sampling strategy used to
mine the negatives, where applicable.
Correspondence estimation pipelines based upon engineered schemes, such as SIFT [6], typically comprise three
main steps, i.e. keypoint extraction, feature descriptor generation and descriptor matching. Some of the learned schemes,
such as [16]–[18], have presented combined pipelines for
learning keypoint detection and descriptor generation, with
an objective to improve the overall image matching. Works,
like [19], [20], [20], [21] have proposed mechanisms to learn
to detect keypoints only while a large class of methods,
such as (DeepDesc [22], DeepCompare [23], MatchNet [24]
TFeat [11], L2Net [12], HardNet [13], DOAP [25], and
Patch-Match-Net [26]), provide schemes for learning a robust
VOLUME 7, 2019

descriptor generator. For brevity we will only discuss in detail
the methods concerning with learned descriptor generators.
Some of the early works on learned descriptors employed
machine learning approaches such as Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).
PCA-SIFT [27] applied principal component analysis to the
normalized gradient patch instead of using SIFT’s smoothed
weighted histograms, leading to a descriptor that was more
robust to image deformations while providing a relatively
compact representations. Brown et al. [14] proposed an
LDA based learned descriptor that maximises the ratio of
inter-class/intra-class variance. Simonyan et al. [28] further improved upon the results by modelling the learning
of descriptor pooling regions as a convex optimization
problem.
In the last few years, Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
have been employed to learn even more robust feature
descriptors. Employing deep learning comes with many
design choices, such as type and design of architecture
(shallow, deep, skip layers, pooling function, etc..), the loss
function and the respective sampling strategy, creating a large
set of parameters; with certain works favoring one or another.
Some of the earlier approaches such as DeepCompare [23]
and DeepDesc [22] employed a CNN based siamese architecture with hinge contrastive loss to learn a descriptor generator
with significantly improved matching demonstrated on the
Brown dataset [14]. MatchNet [24] trains a siamese based
metric-network to learn when to predict which features are
similar and which are not. One drawback of using metric
learning instead of standard L2 distance for matching is
that fast approximate nearest neighbour matching techniques,
such as k-d tree [29], could not be used.
Both MatchNet [24] and DeepCompare [23] made use
of only anchor-positive distance in their training loss and
did not make use of any negative pair and hence sampling
strategy for negative mining was not applicable. DeepDesc
[22] exploited a hard negative mining based sampling strategy
with a shallow architecture that exploited pair-based similarity. DeepDesc [22] thus improved the performance by back
propagating the errors for a subset that consists of hardest
negatives and positives samples, after each epoch.
Instead of pair based learning, TFeat [11] showed that
triplet based loss function allows network to learn more
robust descriptor-generation for matching. As a sampling
strategy, the negative candidate for each anchor-positive pair
was picked randomly. However, for each triplet, it used a hard
negative mining technique by swapping anchor with positive,
if the distance between positive-negative pair was found to be
smaller than of anchor-negative. Kumar et al. [30] used the
global loss with the triplet loss to improve the generalization
capability of the learned descriptor. A recent work, PatchMatch-Net [26], improves DeepCompare [23] by replacing
their network architecture with a dense convolutional neural
network inspired by DenseNet [8].
Tian et al. [12] proposed a deeper network architecture
called L2-Net, that learns to minimize the distance of all
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the matching pairs in a batch. Mishchuk et. al. improved
upon by proposing HardNet [13] which employed L2Net’s
network architecture with a triplet margin loss function coupled with hard negative mining as the sampling strategy.
Recently, K. He et al. proposed Local Descriptors Optimized
for Average Precision (DOAP) [25], an average precision
based triplet loss function coupled with a spatial transformer
network to make the matching robust to geometric noise.
As a sampling strategy, DOAP employed a clustering based
negative mining scheme that would select negative from
a cluster of patches with appearance difference above a
threshold.
In summary various sampling strategies have been
explored in the past for triplet based loss functions. However,
a major drawback of such triplet based margin loss function is
that it does not work on bringing positive pairs closer in feature space, once the distances of positive pairs is smaller than
the negatives by a certain margin. This weaker generalization
capacity of the triplet loss is highlighted by Chen et al. [31]
for the task of person re-identification. However, unlike [31],
we do not have fixed number of classes for the case of
patch matching. Furthermore, the patch matching datasets are
highly imbalanced as the number of negatives are more than
the positives pairs. Thus, a specialized quad loss function
along-with an associated sampling scheme is required to be
explored for the patch matching problem. We thus propose a
‘‘Twin Negative Mining’’ based sampling strategy for choosing the negatives for each anchor-positive pair. Our sampling
strategy along-with the quad loss is described in the following
section.
III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first formulate the patch matching problem
followed by a brief discussion on the limitations of triplet
loss. We then provide description of our novel combination of
Twin Negative Sampling with Quad Loss, for learning optimal
representation for patch matching.
A. DESCRIPTOR LEARNING

We begin with formulating the problem of descriptor learning. Let X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } ∈ Rm × m denote a set of N
training patches of m × m pixels. For any pair (xi , xj ), where
i 6 = j and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , we have a label yij equal to 1 or
0 depending upon if (xi , xj ) is positive pair or not. The goal
of the descriptor learning is to learn the feature embedding
g(·) : Rm × m 7 → Rq , that maps xi to a q dimensional
vector, such that given any distance function d for any two
patches xi and xj , d(g(xi ), g(xj )) is large if they do not belong
to same 3D location and is small if they do belong to same
3D location. Considering the feature embedding to be L2
normalized, i.e., kg(x)k2 = 1 ∀ x ∈ Rm × m , the function g(·)
lies on unit sphere. We choose the distance to be L2 , so that,
when used for matching, our descriptors can exploit the use of
data structures optimized for nearest neighborhood matching.
Thus we define distance d to be:
d(xi , xj ) = g(xi ) − g(xj )
136064
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(1)

Therefore, in above setting the goal of descriptor learning
is to learn a feature embedding g(·), such that, for positive
pair d is small and for negative pair it is large. Following two
loss functions are popular methods to learn the mapping of an
image to the features to satisfy the above task.
Contrastive Loss [32]: makes use of the distance function
d, computed using Equation-1, for two input patches (ai , aj )
and the loss is given by
Lcon =

N
X

yij d(ai , aj )2 +(1−yij )max(0, α1 − d(ai , aj )) (2)

i,j

Thus, for negative patches, if d is less than the margin α1 , the
loss incurs a non-zero value.
Triplet Loss : has been widely successful for many tasks
such as image matching [11]–[13], image retrieval [33], [34],
face recognition [35], [36], and person re-identification [37].
The main idea of triplet loss is to minimize the distances
between the positive pairs and maximize the distances
between negative pairs by a specified margin. Thus, for each
anchor and positive pair (ai , pi ), a negative ni , i.e. a nonmatching patch that does not belong to the same 3D location,
is chosen as a candidate triplet. Triplet loss can be then
expressed as follows:
Ltrip =

N
X

max(0, α1 + d(ai , pj ) − d(ai , nk ))

(3)

i,j,k

where ai , pj , and nk are the anchor, positive and negative of
the triplets tuple, d is L2 distance, and α1 is the margin.
Sampling Strategy: Considering all possible negatives with
respect to the anchor and positive is computationally expensive. Thus, only one negative is typically picked with respect
to the anchor and positive pair, thus giving way for a sampling
strategy to be used. For triplet loss, once the distance between
the matching pairs becomes less than the distance between
anchor and negative by the specified margin, α1 , the learning
stops for that pair and the distance between them do not
decrease further. To cater for this limitation we propose our
Twin-Net loss which is described below.
B. TWIN-NET

Our Twin-Net Descriptor is learned using our designed TwinNet Loss function comprising of a Twin Negative Mining
based Sampling strategy along with a quad loss. We start
with introducing a generic quad loss function structure. From
Equation 3, it is clear that triplet loss only minimizes the
relative distances between positive and negative pairs. We
introduce another negative term in the triplet loss in order
to put the constraint that distance between the positive pairs
(ai , pi ), should also be less than that of any two arbitrary
patches that do not represent the same 3D location. Below
we write down a bare minimum version of the quad loss
(Equation 4) :
Lq =

N
X

max(0, α2 + d(ai , pi ) − d(xk , xl ))

(4)

i,k,l l6= k6= i
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FIGURE 1. Figure illustrates the Twin Negative Mining based sampling strategy for (a1 , p1 ). The concentric circles represent the
L2 based distance between the descriptor of patches for a pair. The dot in the centre represents an L2 distance of zero. Thus, a
patch pair appearing closest to the centre has the least L2 distance. (a) For nt 1 selection, all the negative pairs of a1 (distances
highlighted in blue) and p1 (distances highlighted in green) are considered. From among these, the pair with the minimum
distance (highlighted with a black outline), provides the nt 1 since it is the hardest negative w.r.t either a1 or p1 . In this figure
a3 is selected as nt 1 . (b) nt 2 is selected from all the negative pairs of a3 . Here p4 is selected as nt 2 since it is hardest negative
for a3 . (a3 , p4 ) is thus selected as the twin negative in this case. (c) The objective of the Twin-Net Loss is to make d (a1 , p1 )
zero while pushing apart d (nt 1 , p1 ) by a redlarger margin (- - -) and pushing apart d (nt 1 , nt 2 ) by a smaller margin(- - -). Best
viewed in color.

Here {ai , pi , xk , xl } define the quad tuple and α2 is a margin.
The two negatives, (xk , xl ), neither represent a common 3D
location nor share that of the anchor.
During training, the anchors and positives samples are
bonded together to form the matching pairs, however, the
introduction of negative samples in the loss function (as
shown in Equation (3 and 4)) signifies the requirement of a
selection criteria for sampling the negative pairs. A simple
idea would be to select the negatives randomly, but once
the network has optimized its parameters to a reasonable
level of performance, the randomly selected negatives will
already have distances greater than matching pairs (ai , pi )
and shall be no more contributing to the loss. So, intelligent
sampling of negatives could result in better generalization and
fast convergence. For this we introduce the concept of Twin
Sampling to select negatives, xk and xl , for any given anchorpositive pair, to be used in Equation 4. Our Twin negative
mining scheme is described in-detail below.
1) TWIN NEGATIVE MINING

We first describe the term Twin in the context of Twin-Net.
Any patch xk is called twin of xl if it is very similar to xl (i.e,
d(xk , xl ) is very small) but do not represent the same 3D point.
Thus, these pair of patches are like, two twin-siblings who
look similar but are not the same person. Below, we detail how
to pick xk and xl in each iteration, such that as the network
learns and when d(ai , pi ) decreases, d(xk , xl ) decreases too.
Thus, leading to a tighter constraint as the learning proceeds.
Since we aim to train and optimize the network parameters
from an arbitrary large training dataset of patches, we design
a simple algorithm to select the twin negatives. For the first
negative, sampling procedure is same as HardNet [13], that is
VOLUME 7, 2019

for (ai , pi ) we pick one non-matching sample that is nearest
to anchor or positive. However, for the second negative we
put the constraint that it has to be most similar negative to
the first negative, to form a Twin (n1 , n2 ). We call this Twin
Negative Mining . The tuple (ai , pi , n1 , n2 ) is then passed it
to quad loss (equation 4). We now term this loss as a TwinNegative constraint. The constraint forces that descriptors of
anchor and positive, which belong to the same 3D location,
should be closer than that of twins which look similar but do
not belong to the same 3D location. The complete process
is illustrated in Figure 1 and step by step algorithm of the
designed methodology, given in Algorithm 1, is described
below.
For each batch, n positive pairs (ai , pi ) are selected, making sure that no other pair belonging to the same 3D location is selected in this batch. Let Xa and Xp , be the matrix
of L2 -normalized descriptors generated from our network
for anchors and positives patches respectively, where each
descriptor is one column of the matrix. The pairwise L2
distance between all the descriptors in set Xa and Xp is
computed using Equation 5. The diagonal of resultant matrix
D contains the distance between the matched pairs and offdiagonal represent the distance between the non-matching
pairs.
q
D = 2 − 2XaT Xp
(5)
For each positive pair (ai , pi ), we find the nearest negatives
for both ai and pi . Let us denote the negatives as nj (w.r.t
anchor) and nk (w.r.t positive). From both negatives, one
with the smallest distance is selected as the hardest negative
candidate: nt1 = argminnj ,nk (d(ai , nj ), d(pi , nk )).
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Algorithm 1: Twin Sampling Strategy. For Each AnchorPositive Pair We Get a Set Pair of Twin Negatives
Data: n matching pairs
Result: Twin Negatives Set: (Nt1 , Nt2 )
n ← batchsize;
Xa ← g(a1 ), g(a2 ), . . . , g(an ) ;
Xp ← g(p1 ),
qg(p2 ), . . . , g(pn ) ;
2 − 2XaT Xp

;
D(a, p) ←
Nt1 ← {} Nt2 ← {} ;
for each (ai , pi ) in D do
j ← argminj=1...n,j6=i D(i, j) ;
k ← argmink=1....n,k6=i D(k, i);
nj ← pj ;
nk ← ak ;
if D(i, j) < D(k, i) then
nt1 ← nj t2 ← argminc=1..n,c6=j,c6=i D(c, j)
nt2 ← at2
else
t1 ← argminr=1..n,r6=k,r6=i D(k, r) nt1 ← pt1
nt2 ← nk
end
Nt1 [i] ← nt1 Nt2 [i] ← nt2
end

The twin of nt1 , the nt2 , is picked by finding the nearest
negative pair of nt1 . If nt1 is chosen from anchor’s list, then
nt2 must be from positives and similarly if nt1 is chosen from
positive’s list, then nt2 must be from anchors. This is because
the distance matrix D provides the distance value between
the elements in the anchor-list and the positive list; D(i, j)
is the distance between ai and pj . For the computationalcost constraint, we do not compute the distance between
elements within a list itself. Since the distance matrix is
already computed, the selection of second negative does not
need any extra computational overhead, except finding the
nearest neighbour to first negatives. Note that in-case the
nearest one is either ai or pi , we pick the second nearest one.
Here (nt1 , nt2 ) are twins of each other, since nt2 is not the
exact match to nt1 but is the most similar otherwise.
2) TWIN-NET LOSS FUNCTION

The final loss function is setup to contain both the triplet loss
and the Twin-Negative constraint, and is provided below:
LTwin (ai , pi , nt1 , nt2 ) = max(0, α1 + d(ai , pi )
− min(d(ai , nt1 ), d(nt2 , pi ))
+ max(0, α2 + d(ai , pi )
− d(nt1 , nt2 ))

(6)

Here nt1 and nt2 are computed for each of the (ai , pi ) in
the batch, using Algorithm 1. In our experiments we set α1
larger than α2 , for more details please refer to Section IV-F.
Unlike [31], which performs metric learning to calculate
matching probability, we are using L2 distance as the distance
metric. This choice allows our descriptors to be used directly
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in the existing feature matching pipelines since they can be
plugged into suitable data structures enabling fast nearest
neighbor search like k-D tree [38]. Secondly, at testing stage
we do not have ground truth labels so we use L2 distance as
the distance metric.
C. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND TRAINING DETAILS

In order to gauge the benefits of proposed sampling strategy
plus loss function, we adopted the architecture of L2-Net [12]
as a base network for Twin-Net. The network is fully convolutional, and each convolutional layer is followed by batch
normalization layer and non-linear activation function Relu,
except for the last layer. It is trained with input patches of size
32 × 32 and outputs a L2 normalized 128 dimensional feature
vector. For a fair comparison with [13], that also utilized
the architecture of L2-Net, we also added a dropout layer
before the final layer with a dropout rate of 0.3. Other hyperparameters i.e. learning rate, batch size, decay, optimzier etc.
are also kept the same as in [13]. End-to-end training is
performed using the proposed Twin Sampling (Algorithm 1)
and Twin loss (Equation 6). The matrix D, and vectors Nt1
and Nt2 are computed for each batch. The details of training
datasets and our evaluation results are provided in the next
section.
IV. RESULTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of our methodology we conducted extensive experiments using the Phototour and
HPatches datasets. We also provide comparison with SIFT
and various state-of-the-art learned descriptors such as
MatchNet [24], Tfeat [11], L2Net [12], HardNet [13],
DOAP [25] and the recently proposed Patch-Match-Net [26].
A discussion on each of these evaluations is provided below:
A. BROWN (PHOTOTOUR) DATASET

Brown dataset [14] (also called UBC Phototour) consists of
six subsets: Liberty, Notre-Dame, Yosemite and their Harris
affine versions. The only difference between both variants
of datasets is how the keypoints are detected. Difference of
Gaussian (DoG) detector has been used in the first subset,
whereas Harris detector is used in the second, to extract the
patches. The standard evaluation strategy has been to train on
a training-set of one of the subsets and evaluate on the testing
data of the other two.
Although Brown (Phototour) dataset has been widely used
in the past to evaluate the performance of learned descriptors,
its shortcomings have also recently brought into attention
by [15], [39]. It is critiqued that the dataset not only contains
false labels but also lacks task diversity and thus Patch Verification alone may not be an effective measure for evaluating
the true performance of a learned descriptor. In addition to
that, FPR95 has also been deemed as an unsuitable evaluation
metric for unbalanced data since good performance in ROC
space does not guarantee good mean Average Precision [15].
To overcome these limitations of existing datasets and evaluation metrics, Balntas et. al. [15] introduced the HPatches
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 1. Descriptor performance for the Patch Verification task on Brown Dataset. The FPR95% is reported. The + suffix denotes that data augmentation
is applied during learning the descriptor. Best results are highlighted in bold. Second best results are underlined. For details we refer to IV-A.

benchmark with more evaluation tasks and data diversity, and
also provided a complete evaluation framework. Our evaluation on HPatches dataset is discussed in the next subsection.
B. HPATCHES DATASET

HPatches consists of 116 sequences of 6 images each (including one reference image). Keypoints are detected by DoG,
Hessian and Harris detectors in the reference image and reprojected to the rest of the five images in each sequence with
3 levels of geometric noise: Easy, Hard, and Tough. Thus,
for each keypoint in the reference image, 15 corresponding
keypoints are generated using the rest of the five images.
A patch is then extracted around each of these keypoints to
generate 15 positive pairs for each reference pair. HPtaches
provides 6 splits of training and testing data: ‘‘a’’, ‘‘b’’, ‘‘c’’,
‘‘view’’, ‘‘illum’’ and ‘‘full’’. The reported results are from
the full split.
C. TWIN-NET EVALUATION

We compare Twin-Net on both Brown Dataset and HPatches.
A standard evaluation metric has been to compute mean
average precision (mAP) for three evaluation tasks: Patch
Verification, Image Matching and Patch Retrieval; and false
positive rate at 95% recall (FPR95) measure for Patch
Verification task. Patch verification measures how well a
descriptor separates positive from negative pairs of patches.
Image Matching measures how well a descriptor matches two
images while Patch retrieval is to find the corresponding
patches from a large collection of patches.
We report FPR95 score on Brown Datast for the TwinNet and list it against other methods in Table 1. Since SIFT
is a handcrafted technique, the first row of training is not
applicable to it. The best model of TFeat [11] was chosen
for performance comparison which was TFeat margin loss
with anchor swap. Twin-Net not only has lowest FPR95 (best
case) for most of the scenarios, it also has the minimum mean
FPR95, with a considerable margin to second best (1.38 as
compared to ours 1.27).
The results and comparison of Twin-Net with other methods w.r.t all three evaluation metrics (Patch Verification,
Image Matching and Patch Retrieval) over HPatches is presented in Figure 2. This evaluation, as presented in Figure 2,
is as per the recent trend to better evaluate the generalizability
VOLUME 7, 2019

of the learned descriptor by training the network using Brown
dataset and evaluating on HPatches.
Figure 2 (a) provides the comparison when the networks
are trained on Liberty. For Figure 2 (b) we trained Twin-Net
on the complete Brown dataset in order to compare with a
similarly trained variant of HardNet, since, only HardNet [13]
has provided the pre-trained model for full brown dataset.
Furthermore, for HardNet we have reported the results as
provided by the author’s Github repository since it incorporates their post-NIPS updates and provides better results as
compared to the ones provided in their paper.
It can be observed from Figure 2 that the lowest score
(worst) for all the three tasks is provided by SIFT. There are
two variants of the Patch Verification task depending upon the
way that negative pairs were sampled from the same sequence
of images (SameSEQ) or from the different sequence (DiffSEQ). Note that SameSEQ provides a more difficult case,
since multiple patches may be containing similar information thus making it more challenging for patch verification.
Interestingly, our Twin-Net-Lib is not only outperforming its
liberty-trained counterparts (Figure 2 (a)) on all evaluation
tasks but is also just marginally trailing behind the HardNetBrown which was trained on the complete Brown dataset.
Finally, it can be observed that Twin-Net-Brown outperforms the Hardnet-Brown on all the evaluation tasks by a
reasonable margin (by 0.67% in Patch Verification, 2.25%
in Patch Retrieval and 2.08% in Image Matching). We have
also evaluated the ‘‘illum’’ and ‘‘view’’ separately (results
provided in Table 2 and 3). In general, ‘‘illum’’ split provided
a more challenging dataset as compared to the ‘‘view’’ due
to the presence of extreme illumination variations (including
day/night light variations). Our network utilizing the Twin
Negative mining sampling along-with the quad loss, surpasses all the state-of-art results in these experiments.
D. ANALYSIS OF TWIN-NET DESCRIPTOR

A robust descriptor should be able to better discriminate
between the positive and the negative pairs. Let us consider
each positive pair as belonging to a positive class and the rest
of the pairs as its negative class. Thus, learned descriptors of
the instances belonging to the same class should lie closer
in the L2 space as compared to the ones that are negatives
to them. In other words, a robust descriptor should provide a
136067
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FIGURE 2. Left to Right: Patch Verification, Image Matching, and Patch Retrieval results on HPatches ‘‘full’’ split are presented. (a) All the methods
compared in the figure are either trained on Liberty subset of Brown [14], or are handcrafted. (b) HardNet-Brown and Twin-Net-Brown are trained on full
Brown (all six subsets) dataset. The ‘‘+’’ suffix denotes that data augmentation [13] is applied during training. The marker colors represent the level of
geometrical noise, EASY (green), Hard (purple) and TOUGH (red). DIFFSEQ and SAMESEQ indicate use of different or same negative sample sequences in
the Patch Verification task. ‘‘VIEWPT’’ and ‘‘ILLUM’’ indicate the type of sequences used for matching. Twin-Net outperforms the rest in all evaluations
tasks. Each of these models output descriptor size of 128. None of the variants was trained on HPatches. For details see Sec. IV-B.

TABLE 2. Experimental Results on HPatches ‘‘view’’ split. Mean Average
Precision (mAP) is reported. Best results are highlighted in bold.

TABLE 3. Experimental Results on HPatches ‘‘illum’’ split. Mean Average
Precision (mAP) is reported. Best results are highlighted in bold.

low intra-class variation for the positive class in terms of the
L2 distance. To evaluate this, we compared the variance of
L2 Norm of the descriptors obtained via Twin-Net to that of
HardNet for all the positive pairs, for Easy, Hard and Tough
cases of HPatches. Results have been plotted in Figure 3.
Variance for Twin-Net is consistently smaller than that of
HardNet’s for Easy, Hard and Tough. This indicates that intraclass variation is reduced for the case of Twin-Net.
To perform qualitative analysis, we randomly select three
reference patches. For each of these, we computed the L2
norm (Euclidean Distance) between the descriptors of reference patch and its 15 positives (5 each from Easy, Hard and
Tough). We plot these L2 Distances for Twin-Net and HardNet in Figure 4. It can be observed that Twin-Net provides L2
matching scores with relatively lower variance for the positive
136068

FIGURE 3. Performance comparison of Twin-Net and HardNet on
HPatches for positive pairs. Plot shows the variance of the L2 Norm of the
descriptors for all positive pairs. The smaller the variance, the better it is.
Twin-Net’s variance is lower as compared to HardNet’s for ‘‘Easy’’, ‘‘Hard’’
and ‘‘Tough’’ cases of HPatches.

patches. Thus, intra-class variation for the positive class is
reduced in case of Twin-Net.
Next, we compare Twin-Net’s discriminatory strength by
observing the inter-class scores, i.e. the difference between
the means of positive pairs’ L2 distance and the negative
pairs’ L2 distance. For each reference patch, we picked the top
3 nearest negatives and calculated the mean of their matching
scores. Next, we subtracted the mean from the mean of positives for the same reference. We call this measure as Delta 1
and report it for both Twin-Net and HardNet in Figure 5. It
can be observed that for ‘Easy’, both Twin-Net and HardNet
are providing comparable values of 1. But as we move to
‘Hard’ and ‘Tough’ cases, Twin-Net is provides a higher value
of 1, thus highlighting its higher inter-class discriminatory
strength as compared to HardNet. Our analysis thus justifies
Twin-Net’s consistently better performance as compared to
HardNet in all the evaluations reported earlier.
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FIGURE 4. Illustration of intra-class variance for Twin-Net and HardNet descriptors. For each reference patch, corresponding ‘‘Easy (e)’’, ‘‘Hard (h)’’ and
‘‘Tough (t)’’, patches are highlighted with Green, Purple and Red color respectively. The L2 Distances of patches belonging to positive class are plotted
w.r.t reference patch (shown at bottom row). The spread of clusters represent the intra-class variation for both HardNet and Twin-Net respectively. In
comparison to HardNet [13], positive patches are more closer and forms a small cluster in case of Twin-Net which shows smaller intra-class variation.

F. ABLATION STUDY

FIGURE 5. Performance comparison of Twin-Net and HardNet on
HPatches. 1 represents the difference between the averaged L2 distance
of positive and negative pairs. Difference is translated as higher the
better. For ‘Easy’, both are performing almost same. But as we move from
‘Hard’ to ‘Tough’, Twin-Net is evidently performing better as the difference
is increasing.

E. TIME COMPLEXITY

For a mini-batch of size M = 1024, a single training epoch
on Liberty takes less than 12 minutes on an Nvidia 1080
Ti GPU. On a single patch of size 32x32, Twin-Net takes
3.31x10−6 seconds to produce 128 dimensional descriptor.
The average time is computed using the 1000 patches.
VOLUME 7, 2019

Our proposed loss function depends on two margins α1 and
α2 ; with α2 less than α1 . In order to search for optimal value of
α2 , we performed several experiment by changing the value
of α2 and kept the value α1 equal to 1. Note: Since we are
using L2 distance each distance cannot be greater than two or
less than zero. Since α1 is a margin between two distances,
setting it to ‘‘100 pushes one of the distances to be less than or
equal to ‘‘100 and other to be greater than or equal to ‘‘100 . This
helped us to pick the best value of α2 for all our evaluations.
The results for these experiments are provided in Figure 6.
α2 with the value of 0.2 is giving the best results. Thus, all
models are trained with α1 = 1 and α2 = 0.2.
To further highlight the significance of the proposed
Twin Negative Mining based sampling strategy, we performed experiments with different combinations of sampling strategies and loss functions. The results on HPatches
dataset are reported in Table 4. In random sampling, for
each (ai , pi ) a negative sample is selected randomly for
triplet margin and in case of Twin-Net (R) both the negatives are sampled randomly. All the models are trained for
10 epochs on Liberty dataset. The value of α1 was set to 1
for both the triplet and Twin-Net based training. For TwinNet the value of α2 is set to = 0.2. It can be observed
that the proposed Twin sampling outperforms the random
136069
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as a direct substitute to handcrafted features in traditional
computer vision pipelines.
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